
The aerMarket exchange connects mobile publishers to premium brand advertisers. 

Developers can monetize their inventory through open and private marketplace 

campaigns, yielding the highest CPM for each impression.

aerMarket brings you access to the world’s leading 

DSPs, agency trading desks, and advertisers through a 

single integration.  Access a wide array of advertisers, 

from local businesses, to the world’s leading Fortune 

500 brands.  

Premium 
Brand Advertising01

aerMarket lets the programmatic pipes do the heavy 

lifting, but our dedicated account management and 

yield optimization specialists are the icing on the cake.  

Our team is hands on from the get go, working tirelessly 

to ensure your inventory is monetized perfectly.

Automation, 
with a Human Touch02

aerMarket Ad Exchange

https://www.aerserv.com/


15420 laguna canyon road #200

irvine, ca 92618

Take control of your advertising.  Set and manage 

price floors. Use server-side tools to control which 

advertisers access your inventory, ensuring the 

advertisers are brand-safe and high quality.

Full Control 
& Brand Safety03

Sell your inventory in the open marketplace, finding 

the highest bidder for each impression. aerMarket also 

brings you unique private marketplace (PMP) deals, 

and curated demand from advertisers.

Open + Private 
Marketplace Deals04

With one integration you can have buyers filling your 

inventory in the US, Europe, Latin America, or any other 

GEO.

Global 
Demand05

With multiple bidders in each auction, increased 

competition leads to increased fill rates and CPMs.  

Increase Competition, 
Fill Rate, & CPM06

Generate more revenue from creative that’s 

best suited for your user environment. 

Here’s how some of our creative units perform.

More Revenue.

Easy Integration.

Sign up free
for AerServ

Add your app and
select an ad product

Integrate AerServ 
via SDK or tags

Get Started >>

Working with AerServ has been fantastic. They’ve 
allowed us to drive incrementally higher CPMs 
from our ad placements, and the focus on brand 
ads doesn’t cannibalize our existing user base.

Banner

$1.00 - 2.50

Interstitial

$2.00 - 5.00

Video

$6.00 - 10.00

Rewarded Video

$8.00 - 15.50

https://platform.aerserv.com/signup
https://www.aerserv.com/

